Congratulations to all the students in The A Center for earning a 4.0 grade point average in 15 or more units.

Abigail Arluna
Caden Boos
Helen Brady
Andrew Braunreiter
Emily Campbell
Trinity Cullen
Caiden Delp
Jordan Demler
Julia Dillulio
Gabrielle Fouts
Emily Gruber
Hope Hodges
Lily Jones
Ethan Kavanagh
Dakota Koukhamsay
Kelly Lau
Melissa Litt
Molly Martin
Daniela McMurray
Breck Mosley
Bella Ortega
Devin Pease
Lily Peknik
Maja Pranjic
Samantha Provenzano
Addie Seckar-Martinez
Maddie Shay
Connor Tankersley
Ashley Tapia
Colter Thomas
Elizabeth Thompson
Faith Thompson
Amelia Ulrich
Ethan Wacker
Tyrae Wagner
Courtney Wood
Adrian Yoo
Carolyn Zhao